Arcus InsightsTM
Better data makes better decisions

ARCUS INSIGHTS

• Streamline: get up and running quickly,
and put routine updates on auto-pilot
• Optimize: leverage KPI’s and analytics
to optimize business & IT processes
• Expand: leverage our use case library to get
more value out of your investments
• Enable: empower your team to be more
effective and efficient by utilizing our
knowledge base and best practices

Arcus InsightsTM provides an intuitive interface that
allows your team to ensure your technology investments
are making a positive impact on your day to day business. Arcus InsightsTM significantly reduces the time consuming manual
efforts associated with analytics, cloud and automation technologies by providing several key benefits:
Metrics Driven Analytics
– Transparent visibility into your infrastructure with real-time resource utilization and cost dashboards for both
historic and forecasting purposes.
Real-time Collaboration
– Seamlessly interact with other users to leverage pre-built templates that accelerate use case development
and allow you to gain more value from your existing solutions
Data Source Explorer
– Break down tribal knowledge with our searchable data source explorer. Get key metrics on your most
valuable data.
Architecture Viewer
– Today's workloads are constantly changing. Keep up-to-date with our architecture and topology viewer.

PRODUCT BRIEF

The Arcus InsightsTM use case library aggregates content derived from 10+ years and hundreds of
deployments allowing your team to quickly access relevant information, presented in a manner aligned with
the given use case or industry vertical. New use cases and feature rich content are constantly being
developed and the Arcus InsightsTM solution provides the perfect interface to gain visibility into our product
roadmap as well as make enhancement requests. Some of the highlights of the current catalog include:

E-Commerce & Supply Chain
On the busiest shopping days traditional order
tracking systems struggle to keep up. This leads to
inaccurate forecasts, understaffed departments,
overwhelmed employees and delayed deliveries.
Our solutions have helped F500 retailers better assess
demand and prepare internal teams appropriately
while sharing real-time information with shipping and
logistics partners to improve the estimated date of
delivery. These solutions have led to significant
increases in revenue as well as customer satisfaction
ratings.

Resource Utilization & Optimization
As investments in technology grow within an
organization, the complexity of monitoring and
managing the use, access and expansion of those
investments can be overwhelming. Who is using
which technology assets and when? Do we need to
buy more or reduce our spend? Have key personnel
been denied access to critical systems? Our
solutions have identified millions of dollars in unused
or misallocated technologies allowing customers to
reduce wasteful spend and increase productivity.

Healthcare: Patient Privacy Monitoring
Modern Healthcare organizations are faced with
numerous compliance related challenges related to
patient privacy and more recently, EHR data. Since
the penalties can reach millions of dollars per year,
many vendors attempt to price their offerings
accordingly. Our approach provides a simple yet
comprehensive solution that can be deployed
quickly and has saved our customers an average of
80 hours per week and >$500k.

Gain Insights Today
Arcus Insights is offered as an annual subscription based on the size of your IT environment and use case requirements.
Sign up for a free trial here
Find out more: www.arcusdata.io/insights

www.arcusdata.io

